The genomes of different individuals of the same prokaryote species can vary widely in gene 11 content, displaying different proportions of core genes, which are present in all genomes, and 12 accessory genes, whose presence varies between genomes. Together, these core and 13 accessory genes make up a species' pangenome. The reasons behind this extensive diversity 14 in gene content remain elusive, and there is an ongoing debate about the contribution of 15 accessory genes to fitness, that is, whether their presence is on average advantageous, 16 neutral, or deleterious. In order to explore this issue, we developed a mathematical model to 17 simulate the gene content of prokaryote genomes and pangenomes. Our model focuses on 18 testing how the fitness effects of genes and their rates of gene gain and loss would affect the 19 properties of pangenomes. We first show that pangenomes with large numbers of low-20 frequency genes can arise due to the gain and loss of neutral and nearly neutral genes in a 21 population. However, pangenomes with large numbers of highly beneficial, low-frequency 22 genes can arise as a consequence of genotype-by-environment interactions when multiple 23 niches are available to a species. Finally, pangenomes can arise, irrespective of the fitness 24 effect of the gained and lost genes, as long as gene gain and loss rates are high. We argue 25 that in order to understand the contribution of different mechanisms to pangenome diversity,
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32
Intraspecific variation in gene content in prokaryotes is often so extensive that for a given 33 species a "typical genome" might not exist 1,2 . Therefore, the concept of a pangenome, defined 34 as the complete set of genes present in a species, has been put forward as a better description 35 of the gene content of a prokaryote species 1 . Pangenomes include core genes that are present 36 in all individuals, and accessory genes, whose presence varies among individuals. The role 37 of accessory genes remains puzzling, and a debate has developed centring on whether they 38 have positive, negative, or neutral effects on the cells that host them 3-8 . Understanding the 39 contributions of these accessory genes to cell fitness and evolution has important implications, 40 including insights into the factors that determine the prevalence and maintenance of virulence 41 genes, antibiotic resistance, and other traits often encoded by accessory genes 1,9 . 4 gene per unit time. Therefore, > 0 if the gene confers a trait that increases fitness, (i.e. if it 141 is beneficial), < 0 if the gene's presence is deleterious, and = 0 if the gene has a neutral 142 effect with respect to fitness. The fitness effect is not just a property of the gene itself but 143 depends on the organism's biology. For example, it depends on whether or not the cell can 144 make use of that gene, in terms of compatibility with its cell biology and codon usage, for 145 instance. Importantly, the value of this parameter also depends on the environment. For 146 example, a gene that allows a cell to metabolise a substrate, or protect it from an antibiotic, 147 will only be beneficial in the relevant external ecological setting.
149
The rate of gain for a given gene describes the proportion of cells in the population that gain 150 that gene per unit of time. The value of this parameter is heavily dependent on the route 151 through which the gene can be acquired. For example, genes acquired by transduction or 152 conjugation are likely to have high rates of gain, while those acquired through natural 153 transformation will have lower gain rates. Importantly, this parameter also depends on the 154 prevalence of a gene in the environment (whether it is environmental DNA, phage, plasmids 155 or other cells), because the higher the prevalence, the higher the chance a gene can be 156 acquired by a cell in the focal population. Finally, the rate of gain is also dependent on the 157 characteristics of the species or cells where the gene is acquired. For example, factors such 158 as the intrinsic rates of natural transformation and recombination, the prevalence of lysogenic 159 phage infections and conjugative plasmids, and even the existence and efficiency of defence 160 mechanisms that can prevent the entry of exogenous DNA, will impact on the gain rate of 161 genes. The rate of loss for a given gene is the proportion of cells that lose that gene per unit 162 time, and likely depends mostly on the organism's biology, i.e. rates of recombination that lead 163 to gene loss. However, this rate may also vary with the environment and properties that 164 enhance or reduce rates or recombination of particular genes, such as the types of sequences 165 flanking the gene 23, 24 .
167
Our model does not explicitly include evolutionary history (i.e. phylogeny) and drift, therefore, 168 the implication is that selection is quite effective. Consequently, our model is at the opposite 169 end of the spectrum of assumptions when compared to models based exclusively on neutral 170 evolution 11, 15 . We use this model to explore how the values of these parameters and their 171 distributions determine genome content and pangenome properties. 
177
Effect of model parameters on pangenome gene frequencies
179
According to the model (Eq 2, Methods) the steady state gene frequency in a prokaryote 180 population is a sigmoid function of the fitness effect , which means that the frequency of a 181 gene increases monotonically from 0 to 1 as the value of increases, but changes in a switch-182 like manner around = 0 (Figure 2a ). Overall, this implies that deleterious genes are present 183 at low frequencies, while beneficial genes are found at high frequencies. The rates of gene 184 gain and loss influence the shape of this sigmoid function. As the gain and loss rates decrease, 185 the sharpness or switch-like shape of the function increases (compare purple and blue lines 186 in Figure 2a ). The consequence of lower rates of gene gain and loss is a decrease in the 187 frequency of deleterious genes, and an increase in the frequency of beneficial genes. In the 188 limit where the gene gain and loss rates are equal to zero, we obtain a perfect step function Figure S1 ). Furthermore, in agreement with evolutionary theory, the smaller the fitness 198 effect, the slower the change in gene frequency (not shown).
200
The relative balance between the rates of gene gain and loss is also important for determining 201 the equilibrium gene frequency. Figure 2b shows that if the rate of gene loss increases (from 202 blue to purple line) while the rate of gain remains fixed, the frequency of deleterious genes 203 remains low, while the frequency of beneficial and nearly neutral genes decreases. Therefore,
204
according to the model, if rates of loss are higher than rates of gain, deleterious genes are 205 efficiently purged from the population. The drawback to higher rates of loss is that highly 206 beneficial genes can also be lost at high rates and are therefore not fixed in the population at 207 equilibrium. The disparity in the rates of gain and loss also has an effect on gene frequency 208 dynamics. At high loss rates, deleterious genes are quickly lost, but acquisition of 209 advantageous genes is delayed in comparison with the case of equal gain and loss rates 210 ( Figure S1 ). Essentially the opposite situation occurs if the rates of gain are higher than the 211 rates of loss: beneficial genes will be fixed in the population, but neutral and deleterious genes 212 will also be present at high frequencies ( Figure 2c) . Furthermore, the model shows that highly 213 deleterious genes will be present at low or intermediate frequencies.
In terms of dynamics, 214 higher rates of gene gain than loss also implies that advantageous genes quickly fix in the 215 population, but deleterious genes are lost slowly ( Figure S1 ). 
225
Overall, according to our model, it is not just the fitness effects of accessory genes that can 226 determine the frequency of a gene in the population, but the rates of gene gain and loss are 227 also important, especially if their values are of a magnitude comparable to the fitness effects 228 of genes. In particular, the frequency of nearly neutral genes in a population is heavily 229 dependent on the balance between rates: if gain rates are higher than loss rates, neutral genes 230 are maintained in the population at high frequency, while they will be rare when loss rates are 231 higher ( Figure S2 ).
233
Effect of parameter distributions on pangenomes
235
In a population of cells in which multiple genes can be gained and lost, the values of the model properties to the DFE for mutations: most genes will have nearly neutral effects and highly 256 beneficial or highly deleterious genes will be rare.
258
As a first approximation, we assume equal and relatively low rates of gene gain and loss for 259 all genes. For simplicity, we also assume a finite pool of genes available for acquisition. Figure   260 3A shows results from a simulation of 100 genomes, sampled from a gene pool of 1000 genes 261 whose fitness effects are drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and unit 
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In our model, if we assume most genes are nearly neutral, the gene frequency distribution 282 starts to deviate from the expected U shape. Compared to the model with larger variance in 283 fitness effects ( Figure 3I ), if we significantly reduce the magnitude of fitness effects of the DFE 284 (~10-fold reduction) the result is that more genes are present at intermediate frequencies and 285 fewer genes are fixed or present in a single genome ( Figure 3II ). In the limit where all genes 286 are truly neutral, the mean frequency of all genes would be expected to be 0.5 (when the rates 287 of gene gain and loss are equal). This is because each gene has equal chance of being 288 present in any sampled genome, since we assume the population is at equilibrium and do not 289 consider the effects of phylogeny and drift.
291
Many other possible DFEs among incoming genes can result in U-shaped gene frequency 292 distributions arising in a population. Consequently, just changing the DFE results in a myriad 293 of observed gene frequency distributions. For example, Figure 3III shows the simulated 294 pangenome of 100 cells, each with 1000 genes whose fitness coefficients are sampled from 295 an exponential distribution with rate parameter 1 and mean shifted to -1. In this case, most 296 genes are highly deleterious, and many are not found in the simulated pangenome ( Figure   297 3IIIa). In this case, most accessory genes are very rare, and only a small proportion of genes 298 that are highly advantageous are present at high frequencies.
These results illustrate that 299 many distributions of fitness effects can potentially replicate the patterns observed in real 300 pangenomes and would suggest that core genes are highly beneficial and accessory genes 301 are mostly nearly neutral or slightly deleterious, in agreement with previous modelling 302 8 results 16,28 . However, this conclusion also relies on simplifying assumptions that are unlikely 303 to be met in the real world, such as equal rates of gene gain and loss for all genes. 
310
Presence/absence of genes in the simulated pangenome, present genes are indicated in grey.
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The 
316
Rates of gene gain and loss are assumed to be equal for all genes ( % = & = 0.01)
318
Variation in gene gain and loss rates 319
Because the rates of gene gain and loss play an important role in determining the equilibrium 320 frequency of a gene (as we showed in the previous section), we expect that their distributions 321 will be important in shaping pangenomes. A reasonable approximation is that for most genes, 322 the rates of gene gain and loss are very low, while for a small number of genes these rates 323 can be relatively high. Thus, as an example, we sample these gain and loss rates from an 324 exponential distribution. Figure 4 shows results from simulated pangenomes with fitness 325 effects drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1 (blue density 
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Niche-dependent fitness effects 360 361
The previous results show that if the focal organism can only live in a single ecological niche, To analyse the effect of niche dependence, we simulated pangenomes by sampling genomes 376 from different 'niches', where a gene has different fitness effects, depending on the niche 377 ( Figure 5 ). In this case, to evaluate the fitness contribution of a gene to the simulated 378 population sample, we introduce a new measure , which is the average fitness effect of the 379 gene when present (see Methods). For example, if a gene is beneficial only in a particular 380 niche and only present there, its fitness contribution will be positive. If it is also present in 381 niches where its fitness effect is negative, its fitness contribution to the overall population will 382 be reduced.
384
We first consider a single niche where gene fitness effects are drawn from a normal distribution 385 as in the previous section. Figure 5Ia displays values of these fitness effects for 1000 genes 386 as a heatmap. As before, this simulation recovers a U-shaped distribution of gene frequencies 387 ( Figure 5Id ). In this case, the fitness contribution of a gene is identical to its fitness coefficient,
388
because the fitness effect is the same for all genomes (Figure 5Ic ). Again, we see that genes 389 present at high frequency are on average highly advantageous (have a high fitness 392 Figure 5B shows an example where we consider 10 hypothetical niches. We assume that all Figure 5IV . In this case we also assume one genome 416 sampled from each of 100 niches, where a single gene is likely highly beneficial, and the rest 417 have fitness effects drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero. Therefore, the overall 418 fitness effects of genes are similar to the single-niche situation presented in Figure 5A , except 419 for the fact that each gene is likely to be highly beneficial in one niche. This simulation again 420 recovers a U-shaped gene frequency distribution. The crucial difference in comparison to the 421 single-niche case, is that now a substantial proportion of rare genes positively contribute to 422 11 fitness in particular genomes (Figure 5IVc, 5IVd and 5IVe ). This intermediate scenario then
423
shows that accessory genes can be (nearly) neutral or advantageous.
425
In summary, our analysis shows that accessory genes present in pangenomes can be neutral, 
464
Therefore, this model contributes to reconcile previous models which suggest that 465 pangenomes are the result of purely neutral or purely selective processes, and that accessory 466 genes are mostly neutral or beneficial 11,15-19 . Our aim is to highlight factors that may be 467 important in shaping pangenomes and that perhaps have received little attention, and 468 therefore our model is intended as a framework to investigate how basic parameters can affect 469 gene content, rather than a detailed account of pangenome evolution. By assuming a regime 470 with strong selection and disregarding drift, our model lies at the opposite end to models that 471 assume pure neutrality in the evolutionary process. This assumption may be justified for the 472 large population sizes of many prokaryotes in which selection is expected to be very effective 473 and drift may be relatively weak, as suggested by high levels of codon adaptation in some 474 species and the general compactness of prokaryote genomes 12 . Together with the assumption 475 of equilibrium for gene frequencies, these simplifications allow a flexible framework where we 476 can incorporate many of the processes that influence pangenome properties.
478
It is known that the distribution of fitness effects of mutations or genes is a major determinant 479 of the levels of genetic polymorphism we should expect in populations 8,27 , and we have shown 480 how this can impact the gene frequency distribution (Figure 3 ). Disregarding population 481 structure and variation in the rates of gene gain and loss, we find that as the proportion of 482 neutral and deleterious genes in the DFE increases, the proportion of low frequency genes in 483 13 the pangenome also increases. However, we show that the DFE is not the only determinant 484 of gene frequencies, and that rates of gene gain and loss can have a large influence on gene 485 content and on the types of genes we expect to find in pangenomes 31 
513
We have also highlighted the potential of niche-dependent fitness effects for maintaining 514 variability in gene content. Although we lack information of how prevalent these effects are,
515
we know that individuals from the same prokaryote species can survive and thrive in very 516 different environments 37 . Therefore, it is likely that these fitness by environment interactions 517 for particular genes are relatively common. Besides previously mentioned antibiotic genes, 518 certain metabolism genes are good candidates for having niche-specific benefits 38 
533
Overall, we argue that for an individual gene, its particular circumstances and details matter, 534 and therefore its contribution to fitness cannot be extrapolated from its population frequency 535 alone. However, in general, neutral or deleterious genes are unlikely to be part of the core 536 genome, unless populations are subjected to significant genetic drift, their gain rates are very 537 large or/and their loss rates very small. Besides these broad conclusions, it is currently difficult 538 to make strong claims as to whether accessory genes are on average advantageous or not.
539
Our model shows that very different assumptions can broadly replicate the patterns of gene 540 presence/absence we observe in nature. Therefore, the issue is not that the data do not fit our 541 models, but that we lack information to truly distinguish between the different possible 542 explanations. If we want to understand the average properties of pangenomes, we need more 543 information about the distributions of fitness effects and rates of gene gain and loss.
544
Furthermore, it is worth noting that even though we have simulated parameter values as 545 independent, this will not necessarily be the case for real genes. For example, genes that are 546 highly beneficial are also likely to be more abundant in the environment and may have higher 547 gain rates. On the other hand, deleterious genes present in MGEs might also be gained at 548 high rates.
Since we lack information about the individual distributions of these parameters, it 549 is not surprising that we know little about their joint distributions.
551
In conclusion, further understanding of the existence and maintenance of pangenomes in 552 different prokaryote groups, requires not only genome sequences, but extensive metadata, 
15
An analytic solution describing the temporal dynamics of gene frequency also exists for 575 Equation 1 (see supplementary information).
577
Pangenome simulations
578
To simulate pangenomes, we assume there is a finite 'gene pool', a set of genes that can 579 be gained and lost from cells in the population (Figure 1b ). If we make the simplifying 580 assumption that there is no interaction between genes, the gene frequency model described 581 above can be used to model multiple independent genes in the population and thus explore 582 the effects of model parameters on pangenomes. This assumption implies that there are no 583 epistatic effects between genes, and thus the parameters describing the frequency of one 584 gene are independent from those describing any other gene (Also see Supplementary
585
Information for derivation of the same equation from genotypes for two genes). For each 586 simulation, we assume values for each of the three model parameters ( , % , & ) for each gene.
587
Depending on the simulation, the values can be identical for all the genes, or sampled from a 588 specified distribution. Using these values, we calculate the expected equilibrium frequency for 589 each gene using Equation 2. In order to simulate the presence of each gene in each of 590 genomes, a uniformly-distributed random number in the [0,1] interval is generated, and the 591 presence of the gene is accepted if the random number is smaller than the calculated 592 equilibrium gene frequency.
594
Simulations with niche-dependent fitness effects
595
To simulate pangenomes from different niches, we first define a general gene pool with 596 genes whose fitness coefficients are drawn from a specified distribution (usually with negative 597 average values). In each of niches the fitness effects of the genes are assumed to be the 598 same as the generalised gene pool, except for a defined subset of genes whose fitness effects 599 are drawn from a different distribution (usually with positive average values). In the simulations 600 presented in Figure 5 we consider non-overlapping sets of / genes to have niche-601 dependent fitness values. Finally, we simulate a specified number of genomes from each 602 niche as described above.
604
Fitness contribution of a gene
605
To define the average contribution of a gene to the population fitness, , we consider a sample 606 of N genomes. For a particular gene, we define E as a variable representing the presence or 607 absence of a gene in genome , where its value is equal to 1 if the gene is present, and 0 608 otherwise. In this case, E represents the fitness coefficient of the gene in the niche from which 609 genome is sampled. The fitness contribution of a gene is then defined as:
